Mikron ATW-10

Automatic Test Writer
Efficient writing test with ATW-10 from Mikron

**Writing test machine type ATW-10**

Machine for testing the writing quality of cartridges. This machine tests simultaneously ten refills in different writing angles between 60 degrees and 90 degrees. This registering mechanism allows the reading of the writing distance in "meters" by means of a device coupled directly with the paper feeding bobbin. The driving motor is not subject to current fluctuations so that an accurate speed is absolutely guaranteed.

**Special features of ATW-10**

- 10 rotating supports
- adjustable writing speed and paper feed
- writing angle variable from 60° to 90°
- automatic oscillation of ± 3,5° to ± 7°
- total writing distance adjustable
Accessories
• 10 collets for pen refills
• 1 set of weights 80 gr. complete with support
• 1 set of weights 120 gr. complete with support

Shipping data (approx.)
• Net weight 55 kg
• Gross weight 90 kg
• Dimensions of case 90 x 80 x 80 cm

Connected load
• 220 V, 50 or 60 cycles, monophase

Optionals
• 1 Paper roll (pos. 901.050.901) Ø 102 mm width 381 mm length approx. 100 m
• 10 additional collets for other diameter

Programmable key parameters
• Recordable length: 0 – 65'535 m
• Writing feed: 0.1 – 2.0 m/min
• Paper feed: 20 – 120 m/min